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Domain adaptation (DA) methods attempt to solve the domain mismatch
problem between source and target data. In this paper, we propose an in-
cremental dictionary learning method where some target data called sup-
portive samples are selected to assist adaptation. The idea is partially in-
spired by the bootstrapping-based methods [1, 3], which choose from the
target domain some samples and add them into source domain for retrain-
ing the classifier. However, the suitable sample selection and stopping
criteria for DA setting is a tricky problem. For the sample selection cri-
teria, we choose supportive samples that are close to the source domain,
so that they act as a bridge to connect the two domains and reduce the
domain mismatch. More sepecifically, given the source dictionary D, we
select the target samples that minimize the reconstruction error when rep-
resented by D. Then we augment the source domain by adding supportive
samples and retrain the dictionary. For the stopping criteria, we guaran-
tee that the domain mismatch decreases monotonically during adaptation.
This is realized by checking whether adding new supportive samples will
reduce the domain dissimilarity after each iteration. The proposed ap-
proach is shown in Fig. 1.

Supportive Samples Selection: We select the supportive samples
using W (k+1) by solving the following optimization problem:
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where W j ∈ RNt×Nt are diagonal matrices with each element in the jth

column of W on the diagonal, e.g., W j = diag{w1 j,w2 j...} and similarly
Pj = diag{p1 j, p2 j...}. pi j ∈ [0,1] represents the probability that target
sample xt

i belongs to the class j and wi j ∈ {0,1} indicates whether the
target sample xt

i is selected as supportive samples for class j. Q is the
number of supportive samples for each class. This objective function (1)
maximizes the confidence of the selected supportive samples. The first
constraint requires that we keep adding new supportive samples to the
source domain. The second constraint ensures that the number of sup-
portive samples for each class is balanced.

Augmented Source Domain Update: After selecting the supportive
samples, we augment source data by adding weighted supportive samples
to existing source data:
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Since the labels of the supportive samples may be erreneous, each se-
lected supportive sample is weighted by its confidence. The weights in-
dicate the reliability of the labels of the supportive samples and highly
confident supportive samples will contribute more to the model.

Dictionary Update: Dictionary is updated by solving the following
dictionary learning problem:
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We solve (3) using the online dictionary learning method [2]. The
dictionary obtained in the previous iteration is used as the initial dictio-
nary in the next iteration. In this way, the computational cost is relatively
low.

Stopping criterion: One trivial stopping criterion is to stop when
there is no new supportive samples for one of the classes. But our goal is
to guarantee that the adaptation monotonically reduce the domain diver-
gence. So we design a domain similarity measure and perform adaptation
only when the domain similarity increases after each iteration.

Figure 1: Scheme of the proposed method. The original source data is
colored in blue and the target data is colored in red. Different shapes rep-
resent different classes. The red samples with shadow indicate the pre-
viously selected supportive samples that have been added to the source
domain. The red samples with black border represent the supportive sam-
ples selected in the current iteration.

In order to quantify domain similarity, we introduce a simple domain
similarity measure for X s and X t :
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Since the classification accuracy on supportive samples is good, the
main reason for the performance to drop in the target domain is that the
source classifier behaves poorly on the non-supportive samples. It in-
dicates that domain mismatch mainly lies between the source samples
and the non-supportive samples. If the distance between supportive sam-
ples and non-supportive samples is smaller than the distance between the
source domain and the non-supportive samples, selecting supportive sam-
ples can help reduce the domain mismatch.

Theorem 1. We divide the target samples into two part, supportive sam-
ples X f and non-supportive samples Xn with N f and Nn samples, respec-
tively. With the definition of ρ above, and if ρ(X f ,Xn) > ρ(X s,Xn), then
the domain similarity (or mismatch) will increase(or decrease) when we
add some supportive samples to the source domain:
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where X s
old = X s and X s

new = [X s|X f ].
We evaluate the proposed method for object classification and face

recognition and compare with several state-of-the-art unsupervised DA
methods. Experimental results show that our method outperforms other
approaches significantly in most cases.
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